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The compute unified device architecture (CUDA) is a programming approach for perform-
ing scientific calculations on a graphics processing unit (GPU) as a data-parallel computing
device. The programming interface allows to implement algorithms using extensions to
standard C language. With continuously increased number of cores in combination with
a high memory bandwidth, a recent GPU offers incredible resources for general purpose
computing. First, we apply this new technology to Monte Carlo simulations of the two
dimensional ferromagnetic square lattice Ising model. By implementing a variant of the
checkerboard algorithm, results are obtained up to 60 times faster on the GPU than on a
current CPU core. An implementation of the three dimensional ferromagnetic cubic lattice
Ising model on a GPU is able to generate results up to 35 times faster than on a current CPU
core. As proof of concept we calculate the critical temperature of the 2D and 3D Ising model
using finite size scaling techniques. Theoretical results for the 2D Ising model and previous
simulation results for the 3D Ising model can be reproduced.

� 2009 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

The Ising model, which is named after Ising [1], is a standard model of statistical physics and provides a simplified micro-
scopic description of ferromagnetism. It was introduced to explain the ferromagnetic phase transition from the paramag-
netic phase at high temperatures to the ferromagnetic phase below the Curie temperature TC . A large variety of
techniques and methods in statistical physics have originally been formulated for the Ising model and were generalized
and adapted to related models and problems [2]. Supported by his results for a one dimensional spin chain, in which no
phase transition occurs, Ising initially proposed in his doctoral thesis that there is also no phase transition in higher dimen-
sions which turned out to be a misinterpretation. The Ising model on a two dimensional square lattice with no magnetic field
was then analytically solved by Onsager in 1944 [3]. The critical temperature at which a second order phase transition be-
tween an ordered and a disordered phase occurs can be determined analytically for the two dimensional model
(TC ¼ 2:269185 [3]). Despite much effort, an analytic solution for the three dimensional Ising model still remains one of
the great challenges in statistical physics. However, computer simulations in combination with finite size scaling techniques
[4–7] are able to determine TC � 4:5115 [2] and the rest of the phase diagram with good accuracy. Since 1944, the Ising
. All rights reserved.
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model not only became popular in main stream physics but also in various interdisciplinary fields, i.e., in econophysics [8–
10]. For example, a simple Ising model based simulation of an artificial stock market is presented in [11], in which specific
properties of financial markets like consequences of the herding behavior can be reproduced.

Critical phenomena, scaling and universality properties of Ising models have been studied by Monte Carlo simulations
since decades [2] with continuously improving accuracy, which benefited from increasing computational resources. Such
computing requirements, necessary not only for Monte Carlo simulations but also for various other tasks in computational
physics including, e.g., molecular dynamics simulations [12–15] or stochastic optimization [16], need a large amount of high
performance computing resources. Such high performance computing resources include recent multi-core computing archi-
tectures based on shared memory, which are accessible by OpenMP [17] or MPI [18]. Distributed computing cluster solutions
with homogeneous or heterogeneous node structure are available in order to parallelize applications. Additionally, super-
computing centers provide access to modern massively parallel computing architectures. A recent trend in computer science
and related fields is the use of general purpose computing on graphics processing units (GPU). Impressive reduction of re-
quired processing times for tasks in computational physics can be found in [19,20,12,21]. In the beginning of general purpose
computing on graphics processing units, GPU programs had to use C-like programming environments for kernel execution
such as the OpenGL shading language [22] or C for graphics (Cg) [23]. The common unified device architecture (CUDA) [24]
released by NVIDIA is a new programming approach which employs the unified shader design of recent GPUs provided by
NVIDIA. The programming interface allows the programmer to implement an algorithm using standard C language with
CUDA extensions without any knowledge about the native environment. A comparative concept ‘‘Close To the Metal”
(CTM) [25] was introduced by Advanced Micro Devices Inc. for ATI graphics cards. Note that computational power of recent
consumer graphics cards exceeds that of a central processing unit (CPU) by orders of magnitude. A conventional CPU pro-
vides a peak performance of around 20� 109 floating-point operations per second (FLOPS) [12]. The current consumer
graphics card NVIDIA GeForce GTX 280 on the other hand reaches a theoretical peak performance of 933� 109 FLOPS. In this
context, power supply requirements should also be considered. A GeForce GTX 280 graphics card exhibits a peak power con-
sumption of 236 W [26], while a recent Intel Quad Core CPU consumes around 100 W.

We employ this general purpose graphics processing unit technology for Monte Carlo simulations of two dimensional
square lattice and three dimensional cubic lattice Ising models. In [20] a GPU based version of the Ising model is already pro-
posed. This implementation was able to accelerate the Ising model computation by a factor of three by migration to a GPU. In
this paper, we will demonstrate that a much better acceleration factor can be obtained. We will demonstrate that our imple-
mentation works by calculating the critical temperatures of the phase transitions in the two and three dimensional Ising
models.

The paper is organized as follows: In a brief overview in Section 2, key facts and further properties of the graphics pro-
cessing unit architecture are provided in order to clarify implementation constraints for the following sections. In a prepa-
ration step for Monte Carlo simulations the generation of pseudo random numbers on a GPU device is described in Section 3.
In Section 4 we will provide the implementation details of the two dimensional ferromagnetic square lattice Ising model
including acceleration factors and determination of the critical temperature by finite size scaling. In Section 5 the Ising model
implementation is expanded to three dimensions. Acceleration factors and critical temperatures will also be provided. Our
conclusions are summarized in Section 6.
2. GPU device architecture

Some key facts of the GPU device architecture are briefly summarized in this section in order to provide and discuss infor-
mation about implementation details on a GPU for Monte Carlo simulations. As already mentioned in the introduction, we
utilize the compute unified device architecture (CUDA) released by NVIDIA. CUDA allows to implement algorithms using
standard C language with CUDA specific extensions. Thus, CUDA issues and manages computations on a GPU device as a
data-parallel computing device. The modern GPU generation uses a graphics card architecture, which is composed of a scal-
able array of so-called streaming multiprocessors [24]. One such multiprocessor contains amongst others eight scalar pro-
cessor cores, a multi-threaded instruction unit, and shared memory. The NVIDIA GeForce GTX 200 series also provides one
double-precision core per multiprocessor in order to support double-precision floating-point number operations. When a C
program using CUDA extensions and running on the CPU core invokes a GPU kernel, which is a synonym for a GPU function, a
large number of copies of this kernel, which are denoted as threads, are distributed to the available multiprocessors, where
they are executed. For such a distribution, a kernel grid can be subdivided into blocks and each block is subdivided into var-
ious threads. Thread and block IDs are accessible in standard C language via built-in variables. All threads of a thread block
are executed concurrently in the available multiprocessors. In order to manage the large number of threads a single-instruc-
tion multiple thread (SIMT) unit is used. A multiprocessor maps each thread to one scalar processor core and each scalar
thread starts its execution independently. Threads are created, managed, scheduled, and executed by this SIMT unit in
groups of 32 threads. A group of 32 threads forms a warp. Threads of one warp are handled on the same multiprocessor.
If the threads of a given warp diverge by a data-induced conditional branch, each branch of the warp will be executed serially
and the processing time of the given warp consists of the sum of the branches’ processing times, which has to be avoided. As
shown in Fig. 1, each multiprocessor contains local 32-bit registers per processor and shared memory, which is shared by all
scalar processor cores of a multiprocessor. Furthermore, constant and texture cache are available for the programmer. In or-



Fig. 1. Schematic visualization of a GPU device containing multiprocessors with on-chip shared memory and local registers [27].

Table 1
Key facts and properties of the consumer graphics card NVIDIA GeForce GTX 280.

GeForce GTX 280

Global memory 1024 MB
Number of multiprocessors 30
Number of cores 240
Constant memory 64 kB
Shared memory per block 16 kB
Warp size 32
Clock rate 1.30 GHz
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der to combine calculation results of involved multiprocessors GPU global memory can be used, which is shared among all
multiprocessors. It is also accessible by the main C function running on the CPU core. GPU’s global memory is roughly 10
times faster than recent main memory of standard personal computers. Detailed facts of the applied consumer graphics
cards NVIDIA GeForce GTX 280 can be found in Table 1. The workstation version of this card, which belongs to the NVIDIA
Tesla series, offers up to 4 GB of GPU global memory, but is also considerably more expensive. It is worth noting that graphics
cards older than the GeForce GTX 200 series only support single-precision floating-point operations. Furthermore the IEEE-
754 standard is not realized completely [24]. Some deviations from IEEE standard numerics can be found especially for
rounding operations. When calculations have to be performed with double-precision floating-point operations, one has to
notice that each multiprocessor features only one double-precision processing core. Therefore, the theoretical peak perfor-
mance is reduced by roughly one order of magnitude for such operations. Further information about the GPU device prop-
erties and how to implement CUDA can be found in [24]. We are using CUDA (version 2.0) in combination with NVIDIA
graphics card driver (driver version 177.73). Early versions of the graphics card drivers for the NVIDIA Geforce GTX 200 series
exhibit a bug if a large part of provided global memory is used. However, this problem was fixed recently. For the comparison
between CPU and GPU implementation, we use an Intel Core 2 Quad CPU (Q6700) with 2.66 GHz and 4096 kB cache size, of
which only one core is used. The standard C source code executed on the host is compiled with the gcc compiler with option
–O3 (version 4.2.1). Other compilers in combination with more sophisticated compiler options can further improve process-
ing times on the CPU.

3. Random number generation

An efficient method to create random numbers is essential for Monte Carlo simulations of the two dimensional ferromag-
netic square lattice and the three dimensional ferromagnetic cubic lattice Ising model on a GPU in Sections 4 and 5. For this
purpose, we use an array of linear congruential random number generators (LCRNGs) applying one of the oldest and best-
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known algorithms for generation of pseudo random numbers [16]. Starting at a seed value x0;j, a sequence of random num-
bers xi;j with i 2 N of the LCRNG j can be obtained by the recurrence relation
Fig. 2.
numbe
accelera
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GPU de
xiþ1;j ¼ ða � xi;j þ cÞmodm; ð1Þ
where a, c, and m are integer coefficients. An appropriate choice of these coefficients in Eq. (1) is responsible for the quality of
the produced random numbers. We use a ¼ 1664525 and c ¼ 1013904223 as suggested, e.g., in [28]. In order to exploit the
local 32-bit architecture provided by the GPU device the parameter of the modulo operation m is set to 232 as by construction
results on a 32-bit architecture are truncated to the endmost 32 bits. Thus, pseudo random numbers xi;j 2 ½�231; 231 � 1� can
be obtained, which have to be normalized according to yi;j ¼ absðxi;j=231Þ � 4:656612 � 10�10absðxi;jÞ in order to get uniformly
distributed pseudo random numbers yi;j in the interval [0;1). As we are using a whole set of linear congruential random num-
ber generators in parallel, each LCRNG j of this array is initialized by a random number obtained by a further LCRNG through
x0;jþ1 ¼ ð16807 � x0;jÞmodm ð2Þ
with x0;0 ¼ 1.
In the GPU implementation each thread of a thread block handles its own linear congruential random number generator.

Denoting s as the number of involved thread blocks and denoting r as the number of threads per block, in a GPU kernel val-
ues of s � r LCRNGs are determined in parallel. Each LCRNG calculates S pseudo random numbers. Thus, a total of S � s � r
pseudo random numbers are created. In Fig. 2, a comparison of processing times of the random number generation between
calculation on a GPU device and on a CPU core is presented for S ¼ 104 and r ¼ 512 in dependence of the number of involved
blocks s. On the CPU the same S � s � r pseudo random numbers are determined for comparison. The acceleration factor b,
which is shown as inset, is determined by the relationship
b ¼ Total processing time on CPU
Total processing time on GPU

: ð3Þ
A maximum acceleration factor b � 130 is obtained for s ¼ 30 which corresponds to the number of multiprocessors of the
NVIDIA GeForce GTX 280 consumer graphics card as indicated in Table 1. Up to 30 groups of r ¼ 512 single linear congru-
ential random number generators can be executed concurrently at the same time on this GPU device. If s is larger than 30, the
30 available multiprocessors are able to execute only the first 30 blocks in parallel, such that the remaining groups of
r ¼ 512 single linear congruential random number generators have to be handled in a second step. Thus, processing time
on the GPU device is doubled when s ¼ 31 is used instead of s ¼ 30. Note that the computation on the GPU becomes inef-
ficient if s is not a multiple of the number of multiprocessors on the GPU device because some multiprocessors are idle in the
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end of the calculation (see inset of Fig. 2). The fraction of GPU processing time for allocation and memory transfer of the
LCRNG seed values can be neglected. Please note that there are many other possibilities to realize an efficient creation of
pseudo random numbers on a GPU device. In [12], e.g., an algorithm is presented in order to produce a set of pseudo random
numbers in parallel on a GPU device with a single linear congruential random number generator which determines the set of
pseudo random numbers according to a serial rule. A CUDA based version of the Mersenne Twister random number gener-
ator [29] is able to generate pseudo random numbers in parallel as well.

4. Two dimensional Ising model

In this section, we present an implementation of the two dimensional ferromagnetic square lattice Ising model on a GPU.
The simple Ising model, which is one of the simplest lattice models, consists of an arrangement of spins with are located on
the sites of the lattice and which exhibit only the values +1 and �1 [30]. These spins interact with their nearest neighbors on
the lattice with interaction constant J > 0. The Hamiltonian H for this model is given by
Fig. 3.
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where Si ¼ �1 represents a spin at site i and H denotes the external magnetic field. We use a square lattice with n spins per
row and column and periodic boundary conditions. The lattice contains N ¼ n2 spins. For the spin update the Metropolis cri-
terion [31] is applied which was the first choice for a transition rate in statistical physics satisfying the ‘detailed balance’
principle, and which leads to the fastest dynamics for single spin flip simulations. In the expression
PaðtÞWa!b ¼ PbðtÞWb!a for ‘detailed balance’, PaðtÞ denotes the probability of the system being in state a at time t and
Wa!b the transition rate for a! b. Denoting DH the energy difference between the two states a and b, which is given through
DH ¼ Hb �Ha, the probability for the move a! b is given by Wa!b ¼ expð�DH=kBTÞ if DH > 0 and by Wa!b ¼ 1 if DH 6 0.
As a single spin flip dynamics is applied, two successive states differ only in a single spin, such that DH can be calculated as a
local energy difference.

As a first step of the GPU implementation, one has to allocate memory on the GPU device’s global memory for the two
dimensional spin field and for the seed values of the LCRNGs. After a random initialization of the spin field on the CPU
and initialization of seed values as described in Section 3, spins and seeds are transferred to the GPU’s global memory.
The transition probability Wa!b depends on the temperature T which has to be passed to the GPU kernel function. The Boltz-
mann constant kB is fixed to 1 in all simulations. We use a zero field ðH ¼ 0Þ and J ¼ 1. One has to take into account that for
Monte Carlo trial moves to be executed in parallel the system has to be partitioned into non-interacting domains. Thus, for
the update process of the spin lattice, a checkerboard algorithm is applied, i.e., there is a regular scheme for updating the
lattice spin by spin. First all spins on the ‘white’ squares of the checkerboard are updated and then all spins on the ‘black’
squares. Please note, that other methods for this updating process are also available, e.g. diverse cluster algorithms
[32,33], which exhibit faster convergence. However, the systematic scheme of the checkerboard algorithm is most suitable
for demonstrating the migration to the GPU architecture realizing non-interacting domains where the Monte Carlo moves
are performed in parallel. In fact, this partitioning for ‘‘real life” problems is a challenge. On a GPU device, it is only possible
to synchronize threads within a block and a native block synchronization does not exist. Therefore, only the termination of
the GPU kernel function ensures that all blocks were executed. We divide the spin update process on the lattice into blocks
on the GPU. In a single GPU kernel only a semi-lattice can be changed without creating conflicts.
Schematic visualization of the implementation of a two dimensional Ising model on a GPU for n ¼ 16 spins per row. The 2D spin field is split in strips
2 spins each treated by a single block on the GPU. In each block, we use n=2 ¼ 8 threads, which are used for the spin update corresponding to the
presented on the right side and described in the main text.
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The spin update process is subdivided into threads and blocks as illustrated in Fig. 3 for n ¼ 16. The spin field is divided
into strips of width 2. Each stripe is handled by one block. Each thread is responsible for a square sub-cell of 2� 2 spins in
order to avoid idle threads. Thus, n=2 threads per block are necessary. A first GPU kernel handles the update process of the
first semi-lattice, i.e., in each block r ¼ n=2 threads accomplish step (a) and (b) of Fig. 3. The termination of this GPU kernel
ensures that all blocks were executed and a second kernel can start in order to accomplish steps (c) and (d). Each sub-cell, i.e.
each thread in each block, has access to its own LCRNG. As each thread in one GPU kernel function needs up to two random
numbers and as this array is also used after two semi-lattice updates for the reduction process of partial energies or mag-
netizations of the Ising lattice, the seed values or current random numbers are transferred at the beginning of a GPU kernel to
a shared memory array in order to profit from the increased memory speed. After handling of the updating steps, i.e. after
step (b) and after step (d), the current value is transferred back to global memory. As CUDA does not provide native reduction
functions for treating partial results one has to manage this manually. For this purpose, the shared memory array is used
after step (d). A binary tree structure realizes a fast reduction of the partial values within a block. These partial results of
each block are stored at block-dependent positions in global memory and finally transferred back to host’s main memory
[27]. The final summation of the results of n=2 blocks is done by the CPU. In Fig. 4, the processing times of the Ising model
implementation on the GPU are compared with an Ising model implementation on one CPU core. For the largest system, i.e.
n ¼ 1024, an acceleration factor of roughly 60 can be achieved. For very small systems, the acceleration factor is smaller than
1 because for small thread numbers per block the GPU device is not used efficiently.

In order to verify the GPU implementation, it is insufficient only to compare values of energy and magnetization in depen-
dence of the temperature T for GPU and CPU version. A very sensitive test is given by the determination of the critical tem-
perature of the Ising model. For this purpose, we use finite size scaling and calculate the Binder cumulant [4], which is given
in zero field by
Fig. 4.
stepwis
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with M denoting the magnetization of a configuration at temperature T and h. . .i being the thermal average. Near a critical
point, finite size scaling theory predicts the free energy and derived quantities like the magnetization to be a function of lin-
ear dimension L over correlation length n ’ ðT � TcÞ�m. Therefore, moment ratios of the magnetization like, e.g. the Binder
cumulant U4, become independent of system size at the critical temperature. To test our implementation, we perform sev-
eral simulations close to the critical point for different linear dimensions of the simulation box and determine U4. As shown
in Fig. 5, the curves of the Binder cumulants for various system sizes N ¼ n2 cross almost perfectly at the critical temperature
derived by Onsager ðTc � 2:269185Þ [3], which is indicated by a dashed line. Note that single spin flips and parallelization
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schemes based upon them are not particularly well-suited for the determination of critical properties because of critical
slowing down. Nevertheless, we were able to determine Tc with reasonable accuracy ðTc ¼ 2:2692� 0:0002Þ.

5. Three dimensional Ising model

In this section, the GPU implementation of the two dimensional ferromagnetic square lattice Ising model will be ex-
panded to a three dimensional cubic lattice model version on the GPU. In a first step, we allocate memory analogously to
Section 4. In addition, the three dimensional spin field with N ¼ n3 spins and the random number seeds have to be trans-
ferred to the GPU device. In the three dimensional case, the spin update process is also subdivided into threads and blocks.
Now, the update scheme as illustrated in Fig. 6 for n ¼ 16 is applied. The 3D spin field is split in cuboids of 2� 2� 16 spins
each treated by a single block on the GPU. In each block, we use n=2 ¼ 8 threads, which are used for the spin update
Fig. 6. Schematic visualization of the three dimensional ferromagnetic cubic lattice Ising model implementation on a GPU for n ¼ 16. The 3D spin field is
split in cuboids of 2� 2� 16 spins each treated by a single block on the GPU. In each block, we use n=2 ¼ 8 threads, which are used for the spin update
corresponding to scheme presented on the right side and described in the main text.
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corresponding to the scheme presented on the right side of Fig. 6. A first GPU kernel handles the update process of the first
semi-lattice, i.e., in each block r ¼ n=2 threads accomplish steps (a), (b), (c), and (d) of Fig. 6. The termination of this GPU
kernel ensures that all blocks were successfully executed and a second kernel can start in order to accomplish steps (e),
(f), (g), and (h). Each sub-cell, i.e. each thread in each block, which consists in the three dimensional case of 8 spins has access
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to its own LCRNG. In Fig. 7, the processing times of the three dimensional Ising model implementation on the GPU are com-
pared with an appropriate Ising model implementation on a single CPU core. The largest system which can be realized on a
GeForce GTX 280 in this way is n ¼ 256. Global memory size limits the Ising system size to this value. Thus, a maximal accel-
eration factor of roughly 35 can be achieved.

In Fig. 8, the Binder cumulant for different system sizes N ¼ n3 is presented in dependence of temperature T. The crossing
point at Tc � 4:51 is in good agreement with previous simulation results [2], according to which the critical temperature is
located at 4.5115 [6] and 4.5103 [7]. These values are shown as dashed lines in Fig. 8.
6. Conclusion

We presented a GPU accelerated version of the two dimensional ferromagnetic square lattice Ising model and the three
dimensional ferromagnetic cubic lattice Ising model. For the GPU implementation, the compute unified device architecture
was employed which is a new programming approach for performing computations on a graphics processing unit (GPU) as a
data-parallel computing device. The programming interface allows to implement algorithms using extensions to standard C
language. With continuously increased number of cores in combination with a high memory bandwidth, a recent GPU offers
incredible resources for general purpose computing. For our GPU based Monte Carlo simulations of the Ising model, we use a
set of linear congruential random number generators on the GPU device. With the GPU implementation of a checkerboard
algorithm of the two dimensional Ising model, results on the GPU can be obtained up to 60 times faster than on a current CPU
core. An implementation of a three dimensional Ising model on a GPU is able to generate results up to 35 times faster than on
a current CPU core. As proof of our conceptual method for the GPU implementation, the critical temperatures of the 2D and
3D Ising models were determined successfully by finite size scaling. Both the theoretical result for the 2D Ising model and
previous simulation results for the 3D Ising model can be reproduced. The source codes of our implementations of the two
and three dimensional Ising model for the GPU can be found on www.tobiaspreis.de. In future work, we will consider vari-
ations of the Ising model and will perform further Monte Carlo based simulations on a GPU device.
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